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ABSTRACT

A plasma confined in a purely poloidal magnetic field

wivi a finite pressure at the boundary and surrounded by a

covilucting wall can be stabilized against magnetohydrodynamic

pe.?;urbations even in absence of shear and minimum-average-B

properties. To achieve large pressure gradients the average

magnetic field has to decrease rapidly outwards. The theory

is applied to a "Spheralor" configuration with a purely

poloidal magnetic field.
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1. Introduction

The confinement of a plasma by c purely poloidal magnetic field

has, at least in principle the advantage of high achievable beta

values|6=2yp4P +2y p),since equilibrium states can be obtained

in the absence of a toroidal field. An example is given by the

Spherator [l] , with a purely poloidal field, whi-:h has neither shear

nor minimum-average-B properties. In fact the average magnetic field

strength is decreasing monotonically outwards. An other advantage of

such a system is the possiblity of avoiding disruptive instabilities

which are assumed to be caused by formation of "magnetic islands" as

observed in systems with shear such as the Tokamak [2].

Plasmas confined in a system having closed magnetic field lines,

i.e. non-ergodic lines on a constant pressure surface, "can always

be stabilized against interchange modes if the plasma pressure

decreases otuwards sufficiently slowly [3,4,5,63- The marginally

stable pressure distribution is then given by

= const. (1)

where q = £dl/B and y is the specific heat ratio. In the limit of

low-beta values the equilibrium becomes absolutely stable against

ideal MHD-perturbations [3] . In this connection it should further

be observed that plasma with a steeply decreasing pressure distri-

bution can be made stable provided that the plasma boundary is

chosen close to a magnetic separatrix [?]. This possibility is im-

portant, because a practically operating fusion reactor requires a

ratio of about H00 between the pressure in the thermonuclear region

and at a point close to the plasma boundary [8,7]].



A crucial question is whether the concept of idealized closed

lines is physical relevant or not since neighbouring equilibria with

low shear would be unstable against Suydam modes. However, from a

normal mode analysis of a circular screw pinch it appeared that these

modes either had a low growth rate or high wave numbers in which cases

the ideal magnetohydrodynamic theory describes the plasma poorly. Thus

for sufficiently low shear the closed line model should be the physical

relevant one [9] .

For finite $ values other types of instabilities than the inter-

change modes, such as the internal kink nodes [lCf] might appear.

In this paper stability against localized MHD-modes is investi-

gated by means of the energy principle. We restrict ourselves to

axially and top-bottom symmetric equilibria with purely poloidal

magnetic field and convex field lines. The achievable pressure gradient

in the limit of low 0 is here limited by the interchange modes and is

independent of the magnetic field strength. The achievable current

density and hence the 0 value is limited by the occurrence of internal

kink modes. These nodes can be divided into symmetric and anti-symmetric

ones. The former may couple with the interchange modes so that, for

finite $, the largest stable pressure gradient depends also on the

magnetic field strength.

In section •» the analysis is applied to a Spherator in the

absence of o toroidal magnetic field.



2. The Equilibrium State

We assume that the equilibrium can be described by the following

equations, the so-called magneto-static equations

] x B = 7p (2)

curl B = y ^ (3)

div B = 0 (4)

The surfaces of constant pressure are here assumed to form a nested

set of topological toroids, which can be labelled in terms of the

enclosed volume. From Eqs. (2-4) it follows that these surfaces are

flux surfaces of the current density and the magnetic field. Dif-

ferent magnetic surfaces may have the same pressure value.

We shall here limit ourselves to axisymmetric equilibria having

only a poloidal magnetic field component. The current density is then

distributed along a magnetic field line such as to become proportional

to the radius [3].

The major problem in the stability analysis is to find a suitable

coordinate system. We shall use the coordinate syatem introduced by

Hamada [llj in which the integral curves of h and 2 a r« straight

lines. The coordinate system is chosen in such a way that the Jacobian

3(v,0ft)/3(x,y,z), becomes equal to unity. Here v denotes the enclosed



volune, and 9 and C are two angle-like coordinates increasing by

unity for one turn around the toroidal shell along the field lines

belonging to 2 and J| respectively.

We choose £ = 0 at one of the intersections between the magnetic

surface and the symmetry plane. A function h is henceforth called

symmetric if h(c) = h(~c) and antisynnnetric if h(£) = -h(~c).

The contravariant components of the current density and magnetic

field are given by (cf. [6j )

Bx = (0, 0,1/q) (5)

j 1 = (0,pq,0) (6)

here a dot denotes derivation with respect to the enclosed volume v.

The metric tensor is further defined by g.v - e. • e. , where (e .eo,e,)
llv — 1 —JC ™"V """Ö "~%

denotes the covariant basis. Using the identities B =gccB
sB* and

2 8 8
j s geQJ j as well as the condition Det g =IS^vI = 1» we obtain

8VV J- X

gee

, g v e = o, g = o

» gfir = ° (7)



3. Stability

The energy principle developed by Lundquist L̂ ö̂ a m* Bernstein

et al £3J is usually the simplest way to determine whether an

equilibrium is "stable" or not. The necessity of the energy prin-

ciple was showed for exponentially growing modes in Ref. [13] under

the assumption that the operator is self-adjoint. That the energy

principle is not sufficient for stability was shown in Ref. fl4»] .

We shall here use "stability" in the restricted sense that the

second variation of the potential energy cannot be made negative.

We shall derive a local criterion for stability which has to

be satisfied at each constant pressure surface. In the following

we assume that the plasma is surrounded by an infinitely conducting

shell and consider therefore only perturbations £ leaving the

boundary (or boundaries) unchanged. The variation of the potential

energy expressed in the unperturbed quantitites then becomes [3,15,6]

6W . i [ dx { i - | F | 2 • Y p | d i V i | 2 •

• 2K |£ • Vv|2 / |Vv|H } (8)

where

F = cur l (£ x B) + (£ • 7v/|7vj2>2 x Vv (9)



K = -<2 x Vv) • (B • V) Vv (10)

Since 6 is an ignorable coordinate for axisymmetric

equilibria, a Fourier-series decomposition of £ with respect to

8 yields decoupled modes. It is then possible to study the

stability of each mode separately. The following decomposition

of £ is used

where

X = X(v,£> exp (2irik0)

C) exp (2Wik6-iti/2)

Z = Z(v,c) exp (2Tfik8)



The contravariant components of F are given by

F = ±1 £X
q 35

. 1 iY
q ^5

"Sv K q
xi2

1 3Y

q "So
(12)

The chain rule yields for an equilibrium state that g = |7v|-2

Substituting the above expressions of F into Eq. (8> we arrive at

<5'W - * Iff
.2

dv do

|3(kY)

3X

2. B2

- X -

X + 2irikY 3Z
(13)

The energy integral (13) is minimized at each constant pressure

surface separately. Thus, we only derive local stability conditions.

Local stability is sufficient for stability but not always necessary.

We first minimize 6W with respect to Z along each field line

separately when X and Y are kept fixed.
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Wc assune that the minimizing function is obtained as a solution

of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation

(X + 2wkY + || )} = 0 (I1*)

after integration we obtain

X • 2irkY • -J| = f(v)/ YP (15>

The pressure distribution along the perturbed surface is given by

p = p - yp div £ [3J since div £ = f (v)exp(2irike) is constant alonj

the unperturbed magnetic field lines p is then constant along

the perturbed field lines.

For a given function kY it is easy to see that 6W decreases as

|k[ increases. The second t<*rm within the bracket of Eq. (13)

vanishes in the limit |k[ •*• •• In this limit we minimize 6W with

respect to kY when X is kept fixed, in a similar way as was done

above. Using the results from Eq. (15) we obtain

B2 * * åX V X

£-(-X -2irkY + Hi - _° _) . f(v) = 0 (16)
Mo * p|7v|2

Integrating Eq. (15) once more yields due to the periodicity of

Z with respect to r,.

<X + 2wkY> s f/ YP (17)



1

where <»...> =

O

f 4C

2
Multiplying Eq. (17) by u /B , combining it with Eq. (16), and

integrating, we obtain after some algebra

1 v 2 i
- ± < -ii—__ >

f = (18)

Finally, after substituting the results (15)-(18) into Eq. (13)

and integrating with respect to 8, we arrive at

«W = wl| dv de { ±-*-K I ̂ i 2 •rffJJ

B TP

Since the current density in the equilibrium state is pro-

portional to the radius [3j , it is possible to define functions

,C), KQ(v,c) sc that

(20)

K . J Ko
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where

K
o
 = " (Ao x Vv)

r»C)|" r for fixed values of v. The Euler-Lagrange equation

corresponding to Eq.(19) is then given by

1

X:) t J h X = f Dr (-% 4 ) dc (22)

where 2

q _ 1 V ^

=
 q frT^F (23)
YP B2

g -

h s 2_ (25)

iwr

In the following we restrict ourselves to such equilibria for

which K<0, i.e. bo magnetic field lines with positive curvature.

A nonvanishing f yields a positive contribution to 5W. We

first set f * 0, i.e. we study perturbations which do not compress

the plasma. We shall later discuss whether this is justified or

not. The relevant boundary condition is periodicity for a physical
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perturbation Eq. (22) has then only solutions for particular

values of J. The solutions to the following equation

(g f|) +A h X = 0 (26)

with similar boundary conditions then satisfies

1
:2,. (27)

where A= J + X

Let us first study the two auxiliary Sturm-Liouville problems

given by Eq. (26) but with the boundary conditions X(0) = X(l) = 0

and 3X(O)/3C=3X(1)/3C=O, respectively.

Since the differential expression (26) with either of these

boundary conditions given is self-adjoint, if then g and h are both

continuous differentiable and satisfy g>0 and h>0 in the interval

0<c<l, the eigenfunctions of each of these problems are orthogonal

with respect to the weight h and form a complete basis of

square integrable functions £ie] . Further, the eigenfunctions of

the first problem with an odd number of internal zeros within the

interval 0<£<l are antisymmetric. On the other hand, the eigen-

functions of the second problem with an even number of internal zeros

are symmetric.They are also mutually orthogonal due to the symmetry.

Both of these two sequences satisfy that X(O)=X(1) and 3X(0)/H =

*;3X(l)/3c due to the top-bottom symmetry of the equilibrium. Thus

these two sets of eigenfunctions together form a complete basis

for periodic square integrable functions.

The eigenvalues of a non-degenerate Sturm-Liouville problem

such as the two-auxiliary ones treated here increase monotonically

with respect to the node number of the corresponding eigenfunctions.
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In order to determine the maximum current density, we have only to

calculate the first eigenvalue in each sequence.

We shall here call the eigenfunctions of the homogeneous problem

(26) for internal kink modes except the symmetric eigenfunction

X(v,C.) = X (v) which is called interchange mode.

Due to the symmetry of the equilibrium it follows from Eq. (13)

that f=0 for the antisymmetric eigenfunctions, which justifies the

ansatz f=0 for these modes. The condition J .̂A,. is then both

necessary and sufficient for local stability against antisymmetric

internal kink modes where A,A denotes the eigenvalue corresponding

to the antisymmetric mode with node number one.

The symmetric modes does not satisfy f=0. The mode with the

lowest eigenvalue is the interchange mode with A=0. A direct cal-

culation of 6.W by substituting Eq. (IB) into Eq. (19) yields for

this mode a stability criterion (cf. |3,6| ).

.2

(JLA - <I2L_» (I£M + P2, > 0 {28)
q |w|2 <*
Let A-Q denote the eigenvalue of the symmetric internal kink

mode with node number two. The criterion J £A2S is not sufficient

for stability against symmetric internal kink modes since these modes

may couple with the interchange mode and, under certain conditions,

lead to an instability.

Next we turn to the problem pf calculating the eigenvalues

of the present problem. It is now convenient to turn over to a

coordinate system (s,n,b) where s is the distance along a parti-

cular magnetic field line and n and b are the distances along the

principal normal and binormal, respectively.
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For axisymmetric equilibria the flux d $ between two

neighbouring flux surfaces is given by d4> = Brdn. The specific

volume of a flux tube is given by dv/d$ = q [17] which yields

yv - <0,qBr,0). Substituting this expression into that for K

we obtain from Eq. (10)

K =- <2tfqr)2jB3,c

where K represents the curvature of the field line. Eq. (26) can

then be written as

2Ay K _
_ ° _ x = Q (30)

2

where we have set ji = r .

We may assume that the plasma in the neighbourhood of the

magnetic axis can be approximated by a infinitely long circular

cylinder. This case has been studied earlier, see e.g. Ref. £io]

In this approximation Eq. (26) yields

2u Ap .
+ -Tp— X = 0 (31)



where p is the plasma radius and 9 the azimuthal angle. The con-

dition for stability is Then given by

m
2R

j < ™JL (32)

where m = 1,2,3, . Substituting Eq. (3) into (32) we obtain

(B2p)< 0 (33)

It is easily seen that condition (33) cannot be satisfied close to

the magnetic axis and thus not for a plasma containing the magnetic

axis.



3i3i_The Cougling_between_Kink_and_Interchange_Kodes

In the former section we found that, with respect to stability

of anti-symmetric perturbations, it was sufficient to consider only

divergence-free ones (f = 0), because the anti-symmetric eigen-

functions of the homogeneous problem Eq. (26) are also eigenfunctions

of the inhomogeneous problem Eq. (22) with periodic boundary con-

ditions. Thus there is no coupling between these modes and the

interchange modes. However, such a coupling exists for the symmetric

kink modes, because the most unstable ones are not divergence-

free, i.e. f \ 0. Due to this coupling the achievable pressure gradient

for which the equilibrium state is stable depends not only on the

geometry but also on the current density (in the case 8 -• 0 stabi-

lity is obtained at ^ — a ' " ̂ ms w e n a v e t o l°°k for symmetric

eigenfunctions of the inhomogeneous problem

1

(g ||) - (A + J) h X = f(X) DfU> I

0

1

B

with the homogeneous boundary conditions 3X (0)/H = 3X(l)/3£ = 0,

Due to the top-bottom symmetry these functions also satisfy X(0)=X(l)

We then expand X and Df<c) in the symmetric eigenfunctions of the

homogeneous problem (27) as

X - Z a. x.
x x

Df<O = I b. h x
i>0 x
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Substituting this expansion in Eq. (34) yields

I a.(A,-A- J)h f
1 1

. = f(X) \ (~ + — ) dc • I b. h x.
i J R2 yp 1 1

(35)

we can then determine a. from

X- , yo . 1
btf(X)

a. = _ 2 (36)
1 Ai - A - J

We can write f(X) = 1 a-f. , sirce f is a linear function of X.
1 x

Substituting Eq. (36) into this sum we arrive at G(A) = 0

where /•
/ O . 1 » j_

- 1 (37)
G(A)= t Ai - A - J

f. and b^ are given by fixp and Df(Xi), which yields

• >. - <^S>
1 P
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From expression (37) it follows that G(X) decreases monotonically

from • • to - •» in each interval (A^-J,A^+1-J). Thus there

exist only a countable set of eigenfunctions. The corresponding

eigenvalues are monotonically increasing with the node number,and only

a finite number of them may be less than zero. Since the operator

of Eq. (3t) with the above mentioned boundary conditions is

self-adjoint, different eigenfunctions x. and x, are then
1 Jv

decoupled i.e. 6W(x^,x. )= 0. Thus it is only necessary to investigate

whether the first eigenvalue A is positive or not. Noticing that

p=J/2w<i, it follows from Eq. (37) that S increases with p. We

also notice that G* + •» when J * (A -J) + for \ = 0 except when

p/p = -y^/q in which case G remains finite when J -•• A -J, and

X = 0.
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**• Application to the Spherator

We shall here discuss the consequences of the stability

criterion for a Spherator with a purely poloidal magnetic field.

As a model we consider a current-carrying ring of radius r

situated in a homogeneous magnetic field parallel to the axis of

the ring, as seen in Fig.l. The separatrix cuts the midplane at a

radius ar . For low beta values the equilibrium magnetic field

can be approximated by the vacuum field components

B
r /(ro+r)

2+z2 Vio

r2
+ r

2
 + z

2

-K(k) + — j g E ( k )

(rQ-r)
2

(39)

K(k)+ — x s-E(k) +B^ (40)

where I is the ring current, K and E denote the complete

elliptic integrals of first and second kind |18[, where the modulus

k is defined by

4 r r
k =

/(r+ro)
2 + z2

and B is the homogeneous magnetic field.

From the condition d(pqY)/dv >_ 0, for stability against

interchange modes when q increases as p decreases, it follows

that p does not vanish. This condition need not be satisfied

at the boundary if we assume that the plasma there is stabilized

by other effects such, as line-tying, or joint effects from finite

resistivity and viscosity, whe"e the viscosity is large because of
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ion-neutral and ion-ion collisions £l9,20j. We can then assume that

p j 0 at the boundary. The marginally stable pressure distribution

for interchange modes, p = const/q is illustrated in Fig. 2 where

the contribution to q from the plasma currents has been neglected.

The criterion for stability against internal kink modes then

limits the current density by j/r _< min(A2Ss A,.). We have plotted

rA2g and rA-jo ^n Fig. 3 as functions of r in the midplane for

the case o = 2. The current density has been normalized with res-
2

pect to the ring current and ring radius such that j =2irr j/X .

The most unstable internal kink mode at a particular presure sur-

face passing near the separqtrix is outlined in Fig, ^. In order

to obtain high pressure gradients close to the boundary which also

are stable against internal kink modes, we have to require high

magnetic field strengths.

The behaviour of the mdoes and the corresponding eigenvalues

defined on presure surfaces in the neighbourhood of the separatrix.

will not be treated in this paper.

At two different pressure surfaces the inhomogeneous problem

(3*4) is solved in order to make clear how essential the coupling

between the internal kinks and the interchange modes is. In

Fig. 5 the function G Q ) defined in eq. (37) is illustrated for

the pressure surface cutting the midplane at r = 0.06 rQ. To

determine the region of stability we investigate whether G(0)

is greater or less than zero for different values of |Vp|/p and Jn-

A stability diagram of the parameter space defined by j and

JVp| is shown in Fig. 6. 'ihe region of stability decreases due to

the coupling between the symmetric internal kink modes and the inter-

change mode as the pressure surface approaches the separatrix.



5. Discussion

We have found that a plasma confined in a poloidal magnetic

field with convex field lines can be stabilized against magneto-

hydrodynamic perturbations, provided that the plasma pressure at

the boundary does not vanish. It appears from the localized ana-

lysis that,for a plasma surrounded by a conducting wall,it is

sufficient to investigate only the interchange and internal kink

modes. The interchange modes limit the achievable pressure gradient

in the limit of low 8. This limit is then independent of the

magnetic field strength. The internal kink modes limit the achiev-

able current density, which can be increased by increasing the

magnetic field strength. For top-bottom symmetric equilibria the

Evost unstable internal kink modes can be divided into two groups,

the anti-symmetric ones which are divergence-free and the symmetric

ones which are not divergence-free. The latter ones may "couple"

with the interchange modes so that the marginal stable pressure

gradient for finite B values also depends on the current density

or the magnetic field strength. A steep pressure gradient close

to the separatrix may be possible with a high magnetic field i.e.

a low-Ö atthe boundary. This pressure gradient should exceed that

predicted by the idealized MHD mode when finite Larmor radius effect

are taken into account [2 0].

The localized analysis gives only a stability criterion

and cannot be extended to give growth rates of the unstable modes.

The precise knowledge of the unstable modes can only be obtained

by a global analysis which tells us whether the growth rates are

too high to be tolerated In a fusion reactor.



It is not possible from a MHD model to obtain stability

in the neighbourhood of the magnetic axis for a plasma

confined in a poloidal magnetic field with convex field lines.

Whether finite Larmor radius effects may stabilize the plasma

at the magnetic axis or whether one can allow unstable MHD-modes

in this neighbourhood for a fusion reactor is still an open

question. One way to evade this problem is to use an internal

conductor at the axis jjLOj as in the Spherator.
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Captions to the Figures

Fig. 1 Outline of the field pattern of the Spherator. The plasma

confinement volume is defined by the shaded region.

Fig. 2 The marginally stable pressure distribution due to interchange

modes. The pressure surface intersections with the equatorial

plane are given by the horizontal axis, whereas q on the

vertical axis represents the volume contained between the

corresponding pressure surface and the separatrix.

Fig. 3 The marginally stable current density j due to symmetric and

antisymmetric internal kink modes.

Fig. i» Outline of field pattern of the most unstable internal kink mode

at a surface close to the separatrix; (a) the antisymmetric mode

and (b) the symmetric mode.

Fig. 5 The function G(*> for the pressure surface intersecting the

midplane at r = 0.06 r for |?p|/p = 0.4 (|Vp|/p> „„ and

J = O.1A1S where lir-J are the eigenvalues of the inhomogeneous

problem.

Fig. 6 The stability diagram representing the relation between

|pj/p and the normalized current density j with shaded

regions indicating stability. The pressure surface is

cutting the midplane at(a) r= 0.4 r and (b) r = 0.06 r .
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